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A complete film guide to motion pictures and television shows that pertain to the
war.
Once upon a time, science fiction was only in the future. It was the stuff of driveins and cheap double-bills. Then, with the ever-increasing rush of new, societyaltering technologies, science fiction pushed its way to the present, and it busted
out of the genre ghetto of science fiction and barged its way into the mainstream.
What used to be mere fantasy (trips to the moon? Wristwatch radios?
Supercomputers capable of learning?) are now everyday reality. Whether
nostalgic for the future or fast-forwarding to the present, The Sci-Fi Movie Guide:
The Universe of Film from Alien to Zardoz covers the broad and widening range
of science-fiction movies. From the trashy to the epic, from the classics to today's
blockbusters, this cinefile’s guidebook reviews nearly 1,000 of the biggest,
baddest, and brightest from every age and genre of cinematic and TV science
fiction. You’ll find more than just Star Wars, Star Trek, and Transformers, with
reviews on many overlooked and under-appreciated gems and genres, such as
... • Monsters! Pacific Rim, Godzilla, The Thing, Creature from the Black Lagoon
• Superheroes: Thor, Iron Man, X-Men, The Amazing Spider-man, Superman •
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Avant-garde masterpieces: Solaris, 2001, Brazil • and many, many more
categories and movies!!
The 3rd Edition of Literacy & Learning in the Content Areas helps readers build
the knowledge, motivation, tools, and confidence they need as they integrate
literacy into their middle and high school content area classrooms. Its unique
approach to teaching content area literacy actively engages preservice and
practicing teachers in reading and writing and the very activities that they will use
to teach literacy to their own studentsin middle and high school classrooms .
Rather than passively learning about strategies for incorporating content area
literacy activities, readers get hands-on experience in such techniques as
mapping/webbing, anticipation guides, booktalks, class websites, and journal
writing and reflection. Readers also learn how to integrate children's and young
adult literature, primary sources, biographies, essays, poetry, and online content,
communities, and websites into their classrooms. Each chapter offers concrete
teaching examples and practical suggestions to help make literacy relevant to
students' content area learning. Author Sharon Kane demonstrates how relevant
reading, writing, speaking, listening, and visual learning activities can improve
learning in content area subjects and at the same time help readers meet
national content knowledge standards and benchmarks.
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An engaging, nontechnical discussion of the infectious diseases and other
biological threats that pose the highest risk to humans, presented in the context
of relevant environmental and sociological trends. • Dozens of photographs plus
illustrated figures convey important concepts and data • 74 case studies
demonstrate the real threat of certain biological agents by focusing on true
stories • Provides section-by-section reference lists, including peer-reviewed
journals, press releases, books, and websites
A Study Guide for Naomi Wallace's "One Flea Spare," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Drama For Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust
Drama For Students for all of your research needs.
Journey deeper into the magical world of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, through
exclusive interviews with director Peter Jackson, Martin Freeman, Orlando Bloom
and principal filmmakers and new cast members, including Stephen Fry as the
Master of Lake-town, Evangeline Lilly, who plays Tauriel the Elf, and Benedict
Cumberbatch, who reveals film-making secrets about playing the dragon,
Smaug. Richly illustrated with a treasure trove of behind-the-scenes photos of the
actors, creatures and costumes, and numerous special effects scenes, this
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essential guide is an indispensable companion to the second film in the awardwinning trilogy.
Insight Explore Guides: pocket-sized books to inspire your on-foot exploration of top
international destinations. Experience the best of Hawaii with this indispensably practical
Insight Explore Guide. From making sure you don't miss out on must-see attractions like
Waikiki Beach, to discovering hidden gems, including Pu'uhonua 'O Honaunau National
Historical Park, the easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes will help you plan your trip, save
you time, and enhance your exploration of these fascinating islands. - Practical, pocket-sized
and packed with inspirational insider information, this will make the ideal on-the-move
companion for your trip to Hawaii - Enjoy 17 irresistible Best Routes to travel, from Honolulu to
the Hana Highway - Features concise insider information about landscape, history, food and
drink, and entertainment options - Invaluable maps: each Best Route is accompanied by a
detailed full-colour map, while the large pull-out map provides an essential overview of the
area - Discover your destination's must-see sights and hand-picked hidden gems - Directory
section provides invaluable insight into top accommodation, restaurant and nightlife options by
area, along with an overview of language, books and films - Includes an innovative extra that's
unique in the market - all Insight Explore Guides come with a free eBook - Inspirational colour
photography throughout About Insight Guides: Insight Guides is a pioneer of full-colour guide
books, with almost 50 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides with
user-friendly, modern design. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps
as well as phrase books, picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet different travellers' needs.
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Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and
culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.
"The Video Games Guide is the world's most comprehensive reference book on computer and
video games. Each game entry includes the year of release, the hardware it was released on,
the name of the developer/publisher, a one to five star quality rating, and a descriptive review
of the game itself"--Provided by publisher.
With over 300 new entries added since the 1995 edition, this ultimate video guidebook for all
video viewers gives a clear plot summary of each film, an MPAA rating, and extensive indices.
From new releases to classics, foreign films to children's viewing, this reference contains over
20,000 entries of films available on video.
This book explores ways in which diverse regional cultures in Indonesia and their histories
have been expressed in film since the early 1950s. It also explores underlying cultural
dominants within the new nation, established at the end of 1949 with the achievement of
independence from Dutch colonialism. It sees these dominants—for example forms of group
body language and forms of consultation—not simply as a product of the nation, but as related
to unique and long standing formations and traditions in the numerous societies in the
Indonesian archipelago, on which the nation is based. Nevertheless, the book is not concerned
only with past traditions, but explores ways in which Indonesian filmmakers have addressed,
critically, distinctive aspects of their traditional societies in their feature films (including at times
the social position of women), linking past to the present, where relevant, in dynamic ways.
The most select "best of" list available anywhere.
From The Big Sleep to Babette's Feast, from Lawrence of Arabia to Drugstore Cowboy, The
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Movie Guide offers the inside word on 3,500 of the best motion pictures ever made. James
Monaco is the president and founder of BASELINE, the world's leading supplier of information
to the film and television industries. Among his previous books are The Encyclopedia of Film,
American Film Now, and How to Read a Film.

This bestselling video guide to films, serials, TV movies, and old TV series
available on video is completely updated with the newest releases. Containing
more than 18,000 listings, this revised edition includes 400 new entries that are
detailed with a summary, commentary, director, cast members, MPAA rating, and
authors' rating.
A comprehensive film guide featuring films about zombies, the undead and other
such creatures of the dead.
The most comprehensive and up-to-date video guide of its kind features capsule
reviews of more than twenty thousand films, an updated list of mail-order sources
for videos, and much more. Original.
The respected expert in video sales and rentals offers an extensive reference
guide of every film available on video--from new releases, classics and golden
oldies to made-for-TV and foreign films. More than 20,000 entries, cross-indexed
by title, director, celebrity, category, and more.
Film critic and historian for Entertainment Tonight Leonard Maltin delivers his
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new edition of the guide that "belongs next to every TV and VCR in every home"
(USA Today). Features updated source lists, expanded indexes, 300 new films,
and more. 20,000 titles.
The 25th anniversary edition! Going strong after 25 years, this movie and video
guide by the film correspondent for top-rated Entertainment Tonight offers more
than 19,000 capsule movie reviews--with over 300 new entries. Includes updated
and expanded indexes of stars and directors, plus an updated list of mail-order
sources.
For nearly 30 years, Leonard Maltin's "Movie & Video Guide" has been the movie buff's
indispensable reference source. With a new revision every year, it's the most up-to-date and
complete handbook of its kind! From box-office hits to cult classics to the biggest bombs, this
guide has it all!
In this guide to horror movies for the very nervous, author Mathias Clasen delves into the
psychological science of horror movies to bust some of the worst myths about the genre and
its supposed harms as he shows that horror movies can, in fact, have beneficial effects on their
viewers.
This is a comprehensive overview of zombie movies in the first 11 years of the new millennium,
the most dynamic and vital period yet in the history of the zombie genre. It serves not only as a
follow-up to its predecessor (The Zombie Movie Encyclopedia, McFarland 2001), which
covered movies from 1932 up until the late 1990s, but also as a fresh exploration of what
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uniquely defines the genre in the 2000s. In-depth entries provide critical analysis of the zombie
as creature in more than 280 feature-length movies, from 28 countries and filmed on six
continents. An appendix offers shorter entries for more than 100 shorts and serials.
With more than eighteen thousand capsule film reviews and three hundred new entries, this
updated version of this classic movie and video guide offers readers a comprehensive
reference to the world of film, including more than six thousand DVD titles, along with valuable
information on performers, ratings, running times, and helpful features. Original.
GIDEON Guide to Outbreaks summarizes the status of 25,480 outbreaks in the field of
Infectious Diseases. Data are summarized in 5,805 tables, and supplemented by 62,475
electronically linked references. Outbreak charts are designed to allow users to quickly scan
and compare outbreaks according to year, setting, number of cases / deaths, affected
population and other parameters. Chapters are arranged alphabetically, by disease, and
include: Disease name Disease synonyms Outbreak summary: total numbers of cases and
outbreaks for disease Worldwide: A selection of iconic outbreaks; or the largest published
outbreaks Country: Outbreak lists by country including specific case details and references
This is one in a series of GIDEON ebooks which explore all individual infectious diseases,
drugs, vaccines, outbreaks, surveys and pathogens in every country of the world. Data are
based on the GIDEON web application (www.gideononline.com) which relies on standard
textbooks and peer-review journals, supplemented by an ongoing search of the medical
literature.
With more than 300 new entries, 1,000 more videocassette and laser-disc listings, and an
enlarged index of leading performers and directors, the 1998 edition of this perennial bestseller
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continues to be a "must" for every movie buff's bookshelf. "Leonard Maltin's Movie & Video
Guide" has long been acclaimed because of its factual authority and sheer depth of
information.

Presents reviews of 150 disaster movies and includes a rating on whether they are
worth watching and a description of the most gruesome moment in each movie.
Noteworthy Francophone Women Directors: A Sequel is a comprehensive guide that
foregrounds the productions of nearly three hundred Francophone women filmmakers
from France, Belgium, Switzerland, Latin American, Québec, and even Thailand. The
book begins following films released after the publication of Pallister and Hottell's last
volume, Francophone Women Film Directors, in 2005 and stops after the Cannes film
festival in 2010.
Widely acclaimed as the biggest, best, most authoritative book in its field, this guide has
been updated for 1993 and now includes a new feature--a symbol to designate movies
available on increasingly popular laser discs. Features 300 new movie summaries, plus
expanded coverage of films available on video for home viewing.
This book is a companion to Clinical Ethics on Film and deals specifically with the
myriad of healthcare ethics dilemmas. While Clinical Ethics on Film focuses on bedside
ethics dilemmas that affect the healthcare provider-patient relationship, Healthcare
Ethics on Film provides a wider lens on ethics dilemmas that interfere with healthcare
delivery, such as healthcare access, discrimination, organizational ethics, or resource
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allocation. The book features detailed and comprehensive chapters on the Tuskegee
Study, AIDS, medical assistance in dying, the U.S. healthcare system, reproductive
justice, transplant ethics, pandemic ethics and more. Healthcare Ethics on Film is the
perfect tool for remote or live teaching. It’s designed for medical educators and
healthcare professionals teaching any aspect of bioethics, healthcare ethics or the
health sciences, including medical humanities, history of medicine and health law. It is
also useful to the crossover market of film buffs and other readers involved in
healthcare or bioethics.
From the early days of the movies, “cavemen” have been a popular subject for
filmmakers—not surprisingly, since the birth of cinema occurred only a few decades after
the earliest scientific studies of prehistoric man. Filmmakers, however, were not
constrained by the emerging science; instead they most often took a comedic look at
prehistory, a trend that continued throughout the 20th century. Prehistoric humans also
populated adventure-fantasy films, with the original One Million B.C. (1940) leading the
charge. Documentaries were also made, but it was not until the 1970s that accurate film
accounts of prehistoric humans finally emerged. This exhaustive work provides detailed
accounts of 581 film and television productions that feature depictions of human
prehistory. Included are dramas and comedies set in human prehistory; documentaries;
and films and television shows in which prehistoric people somehow exist in historical
periods—from the advent of civilization up to the present—or in extraterrestrial settings.
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Each entry includes full filmographic data, including year of release, running time,
production personnel, cast information, and format. A description of each film provides
background on the prehistoric elements. Contemporary critical commentary is included
for many of the works.
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